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1 Introduction

Deep reinforcement learning is proven to be able to successfully perform com-

plex and complicated tasks. A key element in the anatomy of almost every

reinforcement learning algorithm is the existence of a well-defined reward func-

tion which quantitatively evaluates the consequence of each action. However,

such reward functions may not necessarily be a priorly known or formally defined

even for simple tasks such as manipulation tasks. To address this hindrance,

researchers have proposed Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) [1] for learn-

ing such reward functions from demonstrations provided by an expert like a

human. This implies that deployment of IRL requires an expert that is capable

of demonstrating how to accomplish a task.

However, existence of an expert’s demonstration might not necessarily be the

case. For instance, when a robot wishes to perform a task that a human cannot

achieve, the traditional IRL approaches render infeasible. Nevertheless, even

in such cases, an expert such as a human might still be able to distinguish an

expert–like demonstration from a certain set of demonstrations. In particular,

an expert might be able to describe his/her preference in a query. Therefore,

such an information can be captured to obtain the reward function required for

a task of interest. Aligned with this, there has been a large body of literature on

how to take advantage of experts’, specifically humans’ capability of providing

preferences in the learning process of artificially intelligent agents. Examples

of such works include [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]. These research works

tackled the problem of obtaining a reward function from human’s preferences.

In some of these works, the obtained reward function was further used by an
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RL algorithm for decision making.

In [10], IRL for continuous tasks with a large number of degrees of freedom

was considered. Due to complex nature of the environment and tasks, the reward

was represented by a neural network in this work and preference elicitation was

performed over short clips of agent trajectories rather than demonstrating the

whole trajectories. A human was asked to choose between a pair of short clips

of agent’s performance. The main contribution of this work was scaling the

IRL framework up to large and complex domains. Later on, deep TAMER was

proposed in [11] where promising results in an atari environment were achieved

by a very small number of queries from human. In each query, the human was

asked to assign a number from 1 to 5 to the performance of the agent. However,

providing such rankings and feedback on continuous complex tasks might be

very difficult for humans. As a result, in such settings, asking for preferences

over a pair of trajectories might be more feasible.

In this work, we aim to reduce the human’s burden and number of required

queries from human in a framework similar to that of [10]. We are looking

for ways to extract the amount of information from the minimum number of

queries. In particular, we examined ways to generate informative queries so

as to boost the learning process. In the sequel, we describe the ideas we have

explored and their corresponding results.

2 Incorporating A Critique

When running the framework of [10], we realized that for a majority of queries,

the human cannot decide between the two shown trajectories. In other words,

for most of the queries, the human is indecisive. Therefore, we decided to ask

for further information when the human is indecisive. In such cases, we ask for

whether the two trajectories are both satisfactory or not. Inspired by [12], When

such information is available, we train a critique for learning the informative

pairs of trajectories, which in fact learns to demonstrate a satisfactory trajectory

versus an unsatisfactory trajectory. We tried different network architectures for

our critique network. The following subsections describe the effect of each choice

and the results we got in each case.

2.1 Fully Connected Critique

When training a fully connected network as the critique, we consider the cri-

tique as a classifier. We assume two labels: satisfactory versus unsatisfactory

and train a neural network with cross–entropy loss function. Then, we utilize the
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Hooper Ant

Baseline 131 54

Critique 202 117

Table 1: The number of informative queries out of the first 1000 generated

queries.

trained classifier to decide whether a trajectory segment would be satisfactory

or not. Then, amongst a set of generated trajectories, we create a trajectory

pair from two trajectories: a trajectory that the critique predicts to be satisfac-

tory with high probability versus a trajectory that the critique predicts to be

unsatisfactory with high probability.

When such a framework is used, the number of informative queries increases

significantly. As Table 1 shows, the number of informative queries is doubled

via the critique utilization in the two tested environments.

After observing the fact that the critique can successfully identify the infor-

mative queries, we decided to go beyond generating queries based on critique.

What we do is that when the critique is pretty confident about the labels of

trajectories in a query, we let the critique synthetically label the query and

provide its preference, and further add this labeled pair to the training data

set of reward function. This allows us to provide more data for learning the

reward function while the human is not actually providing any feedback. Fig-

ure 1 shows the learning curve of this approach versus the baseline approach.

The baseline approach requires a total of about 6000 queries from the human

up to time step 4500 whereas our approach took a total of around 1200 queries.

As Figure 1 demonstrates similar learning behavior is observed while providing

much less number of queries. It is important to note that our numbers are not

comparable to that of the [10] since our computational platforms are different.

Since we have used our personal laptops for running our study, the number of

generated and required queries are different from that of [10].

2.2 Recurrent Neural Network as Critique

When deploying a critique for evaluating the quality of a trajectory pair, we

also investigated the usefulness of training an RNN for learning which trajectory

pairs were informative and which were not. In particular, for each trajectory

pair, we considered two labels: informative versus uninformative and trained an
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Figure 1: Learning curve of the baseline approach versus the critique–based

approach. The baseline approach took about 6000 human queries whereas the

critique–based approach required about human 1200 queries in the ant environ-

ment.

RNN using the queried pairs and their corresponding labels. We were hoping

that our RNN critique would be capable of distinguishing the informative pairs.

However, when we implemented the approach, the results were not promising,

and our RNN critique was not able to identify the informative queries.

3 Bootstrap Utilization

We saw that critique–based query generation can be very useful specifically at

the beginning of the learning process where separating good trajectories from

the badly–behaved ones is doable. We believe that even if a critique is not

used, we can further improve the agent’s learning behavior by more intelligently

generating queries. In particular, we are considering bootstrapping as a method

of incentivizing for exploration. In this section, we describe how we utilized

bootstrapping for explorative query generation and what results it leads to.

We consider bootstrapping in both rewards and policies. Let DR represent

the data set we use for training the reward function and Dπ represent the data

set we use for training the agent’s policy via TRPO. We assume that we define

J rewards through J deep networks Rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ J and K + 1 policies through

K deep networks πk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K. At every iteration of the learning process, we

divide DR into to J subsets D1
R, · · · ,DJR and Dπ into K subsets D1

π, · · · ,DKπ
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while allowing for replacements.

Utilizing the introduced data sets, we use DjR for training the jth reward Rj

and use Dkπ for training the kth policy. We also keep training a nominal policy

π0 on the whole data set Dπ using TRPO. Then, in order to ask for human’s

preference, we generate K queries, where the kth query is obtained from two

trajectory segments: a trajectory segment resulting from the baseline policy

versus the trajectory segment resulting from the kth policy. Then, we ask the J

trained reward functions to label the K generated queries. We pick the query

which receives the maximum disagreement among the rewards as the one we

should show the human. This in fact captures that fact that we ask for human’s

preference on a trajectory pair which has the maximum uncertainty.
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Figure 2: Learning curve of the baseline approach versus the explorative ap-

proach in the hopper environment with synthetic feedback.

We ran our query generation method in the hopper environment and com-

pared it to the baseline query generation method used by [10]. We used three

extra policies for exploration in the policy space and three reward functions

for capturing the uncertainty in reward. It is important to note that since we

our computational capabilities were limited, we used synthetic feedback in this

experiment for labeling the queries. In other words, the queries were labeled

based off of the true reward value that each segment would have received. As

Figure 2 demonstrates, the explorative policy has better performance and learn-

ing behavior compared to that of the nominal one. It is important to mention

that we expect that larger improvements in the performance of our query gen-

eration method is expected with a larger number of extra policies and rewards.
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Unfortunately, we could not try such settings on our personal computers.

4 Future Work

As of future directions, we are interested in examining the practicality of our

proposed ides in more a more divers set of experiments and tasks. Furthermore,

it would be interesting to combine the critique with explorative query genera-

tion. In particular, in would be interesting to utilize critique in the early stages

of learning where bootstrapping in query generation does not make a difference

(as seen in Figure 2) and later on use exploration to generate queries. The value

of this idea will be highlighted in the environments such as ant where the early

stage of training is time-consuming.

As a next stage, we believe that asking for how much a trajectory is preferred

over the other one in a query pair might be informative as well. Asking for

human’s preference on a Likert scale would allow for extracting more information

from the queries while not incurring a huge burden on human in tasks with which

the human might be unfamiliar.
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